
The First Nations Stock Exchange may not have a name quite as big as Nasdaq or NYSE, but it 

certainly has a big history. Its listing manager, Dr David Mullan, is speaking out in the first-

ever exclusive interview about the Exchange’s history, the history of capital transformation 

and the future of exchanges.  
 

As a platform dedicated to the news of the First Nations people, we are delighted to bring you 

an exclusive report on the world’s largest native stock exchange. Here’s World Native News’ 

very own reporter, Zanzi. 

 

 
 

Zanzi: Dr David Mullan, it is a pleasure to interview you. Before we start though, I’d like to 

congratulate the First Nations Stock Exchange for breaking onto the ‘exchange’ scene! From 

what I know, it’s definitely not a small feat to take a system that was centuries old and 

transform it into the digital finance space. 
  
Dr Mullan: Thank you very much. Yes, it wasn’t an easy task, but one that was absolutely worth 

it, and it stands to represent so much. You see, most of the First Nations’ peoples were already 

trading with each other before we digitalised it, they were just doing it manually, which costs 

a huge amount of time and effort. What we wanted to achieve by bringing this to the digital 

sphere is open up their trading to the world, to connect people with each other and facilitate 



a smoother flow of capital. So yes, it was very important for us to be able to represent the First 

Nations people internationally and build an exchange that operates in the most efficient 

manner possible. 
  
Zanzi: Now, before we talk about the First Nations Stock Exchange, I have a couple of questions 

to kick off our interview. 
  
Dr Mullan: Absolutely, fire away. 
  
Zanzi: Great. Let’s start with the time old question - what is listing and what does it achieve? 
  
Dr Mullan: Okay I think in answering that question, we have to consider what it is actually that 

you are listing. So, we’re a multi-board exchange; one could be listing equity, one could be 

listing debt. One could be listing a far more exotic product if they have the desire to do so. 

But most of what we do is listing equity. 
  
Zanzi: So what exactly does this mean and where does it take us? 
  
Dr Mullan: The conversation I’d give you would probably be more focused towards the equity 

side of things but probably more helpful to understanding the mechanism of listing within its 

historical context, is simply to understand that all of the listing processes are about listing 

capital. 
  
Zanzi: Interesting, walk me through that. 
  
Dr Mullan: Well if we look historically at exchanges and what they have been used for, we’ll 

use a fairly simple example. Let’s say you’re a shoe manufacturer in China or India and it’s time 

to expand. You’ve got many customer orders and you need a loan from the bank. Now the 

reality of this is going to be fairly difficult once you get to the banks in China or India as nations 

have their own agenda, they have their own objectives, they have what they’re trying to 

achieve. Now, both of these nations have grown incredibly successfully over the past few years 

and they’re in the Schumpeterian stage of abstraction. So these countries are moving from 

manufacturing bases and they’re pushing towards more abstract products in finance and 

services in more complex products. 
  
Zanzi: Ok, what so what does a nation’s agenda have to do with a simple shoe manufacturer? 
  



Dr Mullan: Well, for the shoe manufacturer this means very limited availability of capital 

because all of the central banking regulations are set according to national agendas. Now let’

s travel not too far but a few hours across the world by plane and we can take a country like 

Arabia. They ’re much further back in the development spectrum in a sense in that their 

economy is still largely resource based and they are looking to transition from that to a 

manufacturing economy. For this reason, simple manufacturing is heavily promoted. So if you 

were, for example, to take a real company there, RAK ceramics. They are much smaller than 

most of the factories you would have in Tangshan [China], but they are also capable of 

attracting huge amount of attention and finance because they are what the government is 

trying to achieve. The Ras al Khamer government is heavily supportive of RAK ceramics 

because they want that type of manufacturing within their portfolio. 
  
Zanzi: I see, and how does a government backed entity compare to those who aren ’ t 

[government-backed] on an exchange? 
  
Dr Mullan: Ok, so an exchange is able to take the political forces of a government out of a 

company, so to speak. For example, one we would list is one we can marry the global forces 

of capital to its desires. So if we take a company and we list it on an exchange, wherever it 

happens to be in the world (with some exceptions), then the manufacturer from wherever it 

may be is able to attract the money that wants to invest in manufacturing. Likewise, if you 

have a company that’s very high-tech who can’t attract attention in its current economy, they 

may be able to attract investment from countries who are much more interested in a higher 

risk, earlier stage start up type company with good tech potential. The exchange simply 

removes those national boundaries from capital. 
  
  
Zanzi: So that definitely provides a borderless way of moving capital. Ok, so you’ve mentioned 

capital, do you mean that in the sense of investment or a power structure of ownership? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well first, I think it ’s important to analyse it from both angles. We need to 

understand that first of all when we look at a country ’ s currency, these are myths of 

abstractions. 
  
Zanzi: What do you mean by this? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well most countries do not back their currency by any kind of fiat whatsoever. The 

value of currency is the promise that they won’t print more. If we’re to be more precise, it’s 



the degree to which the government will break the promise of not printing more and inherent 

in that is the inability of a government to dedicate itself to all of the goals it has and that’s the 

great problem of economics: how do we satisfy unlimited desires with limited resources? 
  
Zanzi: That is a myth of abstraction! 
  
Dr Mullan: Yes it is. Let’s take a country which has very limited currency and it must achieve 

strategic objectives economically and politically. When we look at funding, for example, that’

s where you come into a situation where the funding goals of a nation, which are the central 

banks that drive the lending criteria of minor banks, it ultimately affects the capacity of 

companies within that economy to grow and expand. Now to be part of a process, you can 

see that shift in fundamental markets. At the moment, we’re going through a great period of 

rapid change, particularly in some of the world’s largest economies; China in particular we 

have not seen anything like it in world history. 
The unprecedented growth from the 90s (if you took China and you can put it on a per capita 

basis to anywhere in Africa other than Sierra Leone), was a richer nation from the nineties to 

now, where China is the world’s second largest economy and within eight years will be the 

largest - there are fundamental shifts in what people are meant to do. 
  
Now that’s going to obviously have a great affect for the Chinese people but there are losers 

along the way in this process. Just as you saw England move from an agricultural society to a 

manufacturing society to a very advanced society, along the way, the manufacturers fell 

behind. Certainly, extremely good manufacturers are still capable of operating but the ones 

who are going to survive are the ones who are able to reach out to international markets and 

capital, so when I say capital in that sense it’s simply about the abstraction of the corporate 

entity. 
  
Zanzi: So it’s not necessary for there to be a physical company but more so, what it represents? 
  
Dr Mullan: Exactly. Now, if we look at capital in a power structure sense, then it suddenly 

becomes, I think, a much more important question about why exchanges need to be there. 

Because we have these national objectives and they’re not usually economic objectives, what 

we are dealing with is political inefficiencies in capital. So an exchange can take a company 

that wants to achieve something internationally. Your average exchange is answerable to a 

national agenda, so a very good company that wants to list that could advance itself and find 

very good capital in a region applies for its listing, only to find that they’re from the wrong 

country. Some countries will be ruthless enough to tell you that other countries will simply 



have policies that are nonsense or bureaucracy that simply stops a company from getting 

where it needs to go. 
  
Zanzi: What kind of bureaucracy? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, the favourite one being ‘we will require audits, and we will require audits of 

audits and then we will require our people to audit it’ and will not really let you through in the 

end anyway. What this represents is inefficient resource allocation because if we trap a 

company, and the way companies evolve is usually a family company first, if we trap them at 

that point so that they cannot list and they cannot get the wider influx of capital, what happens 

is we lock them at a certain size or we lock them in a certain geographic region. 
  
Zanzi: That is very inefficient! 
  
Dr Mullan: Now we have to remember that capitalism is based on assumptions. One of those 

assumptions is the efficient allocation of resources. That means we should be able to get 

people and resources and anything else at the same cost, anywhere in the world. Now 

obviously that doesn’t work with property because it’s bound to a piece of land, but can it 

work for a company? Well with an exchange absolutely it can. We can take the abstract sense 

of what a company is and we can re-locate that quite liquidly. 
  
Zanzi: And does this liquidity have anything to do with market forces? 
  
Dr Mullan: Absolutely. Let’s say your great, great grandfather built a wildly successful company 

and decided to list it on an exchange. Now many people would worry that listing means losing 

control of your company. To an extent yes. But with market forces, the people who want to 

buy the company the most (so the people who value the company the most) will pay the most 

for it and they will end up with majority control. Now, the people who have the majority control 

will appoint the best people to operate the company, whether that be the people who 

originally owned it and usually it is for a long period of time. Now some would want their later 

generations to run the company, but chances that your great, great grandchildren do so are 

minimal. So your best choice is your great grandchildren could earn money as owners of the 

company that someone else is able to control in an efficient manner, and although you might 

want to pick the owner yourself, you will unfortunately no longer be here, but market can 

efficiently pick an owner. It’s better than leaving it to someone who doesn’t want to run it and 

who will inevitably run into the ground. Or even if you sold it in an inefficient manner to 

anybody who turned up rather than a competitive market that will pay the best price and 



suddenly, listing makes a lot more sense. So listing become the necessary steps to get the best 

people, the best owners and have a the best long-term outcome for a company. 
  
Zanzi: Wow that’s incredible. Alright let’s move onto the First Nations Stock Exchange. From 

my understanding, FNSX is still obviously subject to political oversight and engagement, so 

how is it different in any way from all the other exchanges?  
  
Dr Mullan: I think that’s a fair question because I’ve been saying a lot about the national 

agendas of various countries and the degrees today to which they introduce inefficiencies. 

Now we are the First Nation Stock Exchange so I will speak a bit about our licensing, but it 

would just be a lie to say we were not dealing with a political institution. Now, we are very 

fortunate with the first nations because of the temperament of the political organisations that 

we are dealing with. To give a bit of history lesson, the sovereignty of these native American 

people is based on the resistance to colonialism and people have been treated incredibly 

unfairly for an incredibly long period of time. They’ve certainly borne the brunt of colonial 

force of capital interruption and what it is they want to do with their lives. But the good thing 

is, they have carved out of space in which they can do things they want to do and in dealing 

with them, we’ve realised they haven’t actually had the opportunity as yet to develop those 

international political relationships. Unlike most of the nations you deal with, they don’t have 

an army they need to consider, they don’t have a military or industrial complex, they don’t 

even have considerable national companies on a global seat! Well, there are some exceptions. 

Hard Rock Cafe for instance owns numerous restaurants and casinos around the world and is 

a native American company, but the degree to which Hard Rock Cafe can influence a political 

decision is far less dangerous than the degree to which Google, for instance, is able to enforce 

a political decision. 
  
Now beyond that, I do want to get slightly technical on both the regulation and operation of 

the Exchange. 
  
Currently, there are more than six hundred nations in the first nations of America that are 

capable of exercising their own jurisdiction. Now in exercising their own jurisdiction we have 

licenses from more than just the one of them, so if there were to be a major political problem 

within, let’s say, the Cherokee nation, it’s fairly simple to counterbalance that within an Oglala 

Sioux license which we could operate under, so the idea eventually is to capture all 600 

[licences] and work cooperatively. We also have a number of international agreements with 

partner exchanges which allow us to leverage the politics of each region as necessary. Now 

we don ’ t anticipate that it will ever be necessary, but we are also keen to cement the 



foundations of the First Nation Stock Exchange. The central pillar is that we are an apolitical 

exchange and that remains absolutely certain. 
  
Zanzi: Ok, let’s take a look at how FNSX is different to other exchanges around the world. 
  
Dr Mullan: Well answer me this - why don’t most exchanges deal with India and China? For 

starters, common-sense tells you that you’ve got close to 3 billion people, almost half the 

world’s population between two nations. They are huge economic forces and within 10 years 

they will control the world. The question is, why would an exchange not be actively pursuing 

those markets? Why are they resisting them? A fairly simple answer might be (and we are 

going through this ourselves) that they are difficult markets - technologically speaking. The 

rest of the world has developed under one force. These markets in particular have their own 

systems and structures which have their own advantages and plugging into them can be quite 

hard. But all that aside, what we are really looking at with most places is their nationalist 

exchanges tied to nationalist identities. More importantly their underlying software structures 

are about nationalism, so if you look at any of the top tier exchanges (and we hope to join 

them very soon), you have exchanges which are built into banking platforms which respond 

to legislation that was largely built around a time where exchanges were about people picking 

up a telephone or standing on a floor and making a bid in a paper board. You look at any 

exchange around the world and you have a stockbroker who feeds into a clearing house, who 

feeds into a settlement system, who speaks to a share register, who speaks to an exchange, 

and that is simply the case because historically you needed them. 
  
Zanzi: and moving forward from historical practices? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, the First Nation Stock Exchange has actually been built as a singular unit. Now 

obviously there are people along the chain because we need to make sure things are one 

hundred percent accurate. Let’s take a fairly simple thing: the share register as a demonstration 

of what I call “the world’s first truly decentralised exchange”. From a regulatory sense, we are 

still governed but the more regulation we can get the more we can decentralise that process. 

Technologically, everything is actually built on a block chain, so when you deal with a share 

on the exchange, you send the information over that you want to buy. The exchange sends 

the information to the clearing and settlement house, which makes sure the money is cleared 

and then it speaks to your share registry at the end of the day and it changes. Now these are 

incredibly efficient systems, and they are incredibly expensive systems. But we are dealing with 

an exchange with an error rate in the 0.0001 percentage. 
  



Zanzi: That is incredible technology! 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, more importantly, because we do have everything built into the technology, 

if we need to it is completely transportable and able to cater to new environments. We don’t 

need to rely on a third-party to deal with any parts of a traditional exchange system as we 

have the capacity within ourselves to actually continue that process. We’re not affected by the 

politics of the world in that sense. Essentially, what we’re doing is building an a-political 

exchange that will always be able to respond to the needs of an a-political environment. I think 

the thing that makes us different is not the technology that we build (although that is 

important) but the attitude towards it. We have spotted an opportunity to not only build 

something incredible here, but transform the landscape of exchanges for the future. 
  
Zanzi: This is incredible work, nothing I ’ve ever come across in my years reporting. Very 

fascinating! Well, thank you very much Dr Mullan for your time and insights, it was an honour 

being able to interview you today and get a greater understanding of the First Nations Stock 

Exchange. I’m sure we’ll be reporting much more on the exchange going forward. 
  
Dr Mullan: Thank you for having me and it was a pleasure speaking to you. 
Zanzi: Dr David Mullan, it is a pleasure to interview you. Before we start though, I’d like to 

congratulate the First Nations Stock Exchange for breaking onto the ‘exchange’ scene! From 

what I know, it’s definitely not a small feat to take a system that was centuries old and 

transform it into the digital finance space. 
  
Dr Mullan: Thank you very much. Yes, it wasn’t an easy task, but one that was absolutely worth 

it, and it stands to represent so much. You see, most of the First Nations’ peoples were already 

trading with each other before we digitalised it, they were just doing it manually, which costs 

a huge amount of time and effort. What we wanted to achieve by bringing this to the digital 

sphere is open up their trading to the world, to connect people with each other and facilitate 

a smoother flow of capital. So yes, it was very important for us to be able to represent the First 

Nations people internationally and build an exchange that operates in the most efficient 

manner possible. 
  
Zanzi: Now, before we talk about the First Nations Stock Exchange, I have a couple of questions 

to kick off our interview. 
  
Dr Mullan: Absolutely, fire away. 
  



Zanzi: Great. Let’s start with the time old question - what is listing and what does it achieve? 
  
Dr Mullan: Okay I think in answering that question, we have to consider what it is actually that 

you are listing. So, we’re a multi-board exchange; one could be listing equity, one could be 

listing debt. One could be listing a far more exotic product if they have the desire to do so. 

But most of what we do is listing equity. 
  
Zanzi: So what exactly does this mean and where does it take us? 
  
Dr Mullan: The conversation I’d give you would probably be more focused towards the equity 

side of things but probably more helpful to understanding the mechanism of listing within its 

historical context, is simply to understand that all of the listing processes are about listing 

capital. 
  
Zanzi: Interesting, walk me through that. 
  
Dr Mullan: Well if we look historically at exchanges and what they have been used for, we’ll 

use a fairly simple example. Let’s say you’re a shoe manufacturer in China or India and it’s time 

to expand. You’ve got many customer orders and you need a loan from the bank. Now the 

reality of this is going to be fairly difficult once you get to the banks in China or India as nations 

have their own agenda, they have their own objectives, they have what they’re trying to 

achieve. Now, both of these nations have grown incredibly successfully over the past few years 

and they’re in the Schumpeterian stage of abstraction. So these countries are moving from 

manufacturing bases and they’re pushing towards more abstract products in finance and 

services in more complex products. 
  
Zanzi: Ok, what so what does a nation’s agenda have to do with a simple shoe manufacturer? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, for the shoe manufacturer this means very limited availability of capital 

because all of the central banking regulations are set according to national agendas. Now let’

s travel not too far but a few hours across the world by plane and we can take a country like 

Arabia. They ’re much further back in the development spectrum in a sense in that their 

economy is still largely resource based and they are looking to transition from that to a 

manufacturing economy. For this reason, simple manufacturing is heavily promoted. So if you 

were, for example, to take a real company there, RAK ceramics. They are much smaller than 

most of the factories you would have in Tangshan [China], but they are also capable of 

attracting huge amount of attention and finance because they are what the government is 



trying to achieve. The Ras al Khamer government is heavily supportive of RAK ceramics 

because they want that type of manufacturing within their portfolio. 
  
Zanzi: I see, and how does a government backed entity compare to those who aren ’ t 

[government-backed] on an exchange? 
  
Dr Mullan: Ok, so an exchange is able to take the political forces of a government out of a 

company, so to speak. For example, one we would list is one we can marry the global forces 

of capital to its desires. So if we take a company and we list it on an exchange, wherever it 

happens to be in the world (with some exceptions), then the manufacturer from wherever it 

may be is able to attract the money that wants to invest in manufacturing. Likewise, if you 

have a company that’s very high-tech who can’t attract attention in its current economy, they 

may be able to attract investment from countries who are much more interested in a higher 

risk, earlier stage start up type company with good tech potential. The exchange simply 

removes those national boundaries from capital. 
  
  
Zanzi: So that definitely provides a borderless way of moving capital. Ok, so you’ve mentioned 

capital, do you mean that in the sense of investment or a power structure of ownership? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well first, I think it ’s important to analyse it from both angles. We need to 

understand that first of all when we look at a country ’ s currency, these are myths of 

abstractions. 
  
Zanzi: What do you mean by this? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well most countries do not back their currency by any kind of fiat whatsoever. The 

value of currency is the promise that they won’t print more. If we’re to be more precise, it’s 

the degree to which the government will break the promise of not printing more and inherent 

in that is the inability of a government to dedicate itself to all of the goals it has and that’s the 

great problem of economics: how do we satisfy unlimited desires with limited resources? 
  
Zanzi: That is a myth of abstraction! 
  
Dr Mullan: Yes it is. Let’s take a country which has very limited currency and it must achieve 

strategic objectives economically and politically. When we look at funding, for example, that’

s where you come into a situation where the funding goals of a nation, which are the central 



banks that drive the lending criteria of minor banks, it ultimately affects the capacity of 

companies within that economy to grow and expand. Now to be part of a process, you can 

see that shift in fundamental markets. At the moment, we’re going through a great period of 

rapid change, particularly in some of the world’s largest economies; China in particular we 

have not seen anything like it in world history. 
The unprecedented growth from the 90s (if you took China and you can put it on a per capita 

basis to anywhere in Africa other than Sierra Leone), was a richer nation from the nineties to 

now, where China is the world’s second largest economy and within eight years will be the 

largest - there are fundamental shifts in what people are meant to do. 
  
Now that’s going to obviously have a great affect for the Chinese people but there are losers 

along the way in this process. Just as you saw England move from an agricultural society to a 

manufacturing society to a very advanced society, along the way, the manufacturers fell 

behind. Certainly, extremely good manufacturers are still capable of operating but the ones 

who are going to survive are the ones who are able to reach out to international markets and 

capital, so when I say capital in that sense it’s simply about the abstraction of the corporate 

entity. 
  
Zanzi: So it’s not necessary for there to be a physical company but more so, what it represents? 
  
Dr Mullan: Exactly. Now, if we look at capital in a power structure sense, then it suddenly 

becomes, I think, a much more important question about why exchanges need to be there. 

Because we have these national objectives and they’re not usually economic objectives, what 

we are dealing with is political inefficiencies in capital. So an exchange can take a company 

that wants to achieve something internationally. Your average exchange is answerable to a 

national agenda, so a very good company that wants to list that could advance itself and find 

very good capital in a region applies for its listing, only to find that they’re from the wrong 

country. Some countries will be ruthless enough to tell you that other countries will simply 

have policies that are nonsense or bureaucracy that simply stops a company from getting 

where it needs to go. 
  
Zanzi: What kind of bureaucracy? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, the favourite one being ‘we will require audits, and we will require audits of 

audits and then we will require our people to audit it’ and will not really let you through in the 

end anyway. What this represents is inefficient resource allocation because if we trap a 

company, and the way companies evolve is usually a family company first, if we trap them at 



that point so that they cannot list and they cannot get the wider influx of capital, what happens 

is we lock them at a certain size or we lock them in a certain geographic region. 
  
Zanzi: That is very inefficient! 
  
Dr Mullan: Now we have to remember that capitalism is based on assumptions. One of those 

assumptions is the efficient allocation of resources. That means we should be able to get 

people and resources and anything else at the same cost, anywhere in the world. Now 

obviously that doesn’t work with property because it’s bound to a piece of land, but can it 

work for a company? Well with an exchange absolutely it can. We can take the abstract sense 

of what a company is and we can re-locate that quite liquidly. 
  
Zanzi: And does this liquidity have anything to do with market forces? 
  
Dr Mullan: Absolutely. Let’s say your great, great grandfather built a wildly successful company 

and decided to list it on an exchange. Now many people would worry that listing means losing 

control of your company. To an extent yes. But with market forces, the people who want to 

buy the company the most (so the people who value the company the most) will pay the most 

for it and they will end up with majority control. Now, the people who have the majority control 

will appoint the best people to operate the company, whether that be the people who 

originally owned it and usually it is for a long period of time. Now some would want their later 

generations to run the company, but chances that your great, great grandchildren do so are 

minimal. So your best choice is your great grandchildren could earn money as owners of the 

company that someone else is able to control in an efficient manner, and although you might 

want to pick the owner yourself, you will unfortunately no longer be here, but market can 

efficiently pick an owner. It’s better than leaving it to someone who doesn’t want to run it and 

who will inevitably run into the ground. Or even if you sold it in an inefficient manner to 

anybody who turned up rather than a competitive market that will pay the best price and 

suddenly, listing makes a lot more sense. So listing become the necessary steps to get the best 

people, the best owners and have a the best long-term outcome for a company. 
  
Zanzi: Wow that’s incredible. Alright let’s move onto the First Nations Stock Exchange. From 

my understanding, FNSX is still obviously subject to political oversight and engagement, so 

how is it different in any way from all the other exchanges?  
  
Dr Mullan: I think that’s a fair question because I’ve been saying a lot about the national 

agendas of various countries and the degrees today to which they introduce inefficiencies. 



Now we are the First Nation Stock Exchange so I will speak a bit about our licensing, but it 

would just be a lie to say we were not dealing with a political institution. Now, we are very 

fortunate with the first nations because of the temperament of the political organisations that 

we are dealing with. To give a bit of history lesson, the sovereignty of these native American 

people is based on the resistance to colonialism and people have been treated incredibly 

unfairly for an incredibly long period of time. They’ve certainly borne the brunt of colonial 

force of capital interruption and what it is they want to do with their lives. But the good thing 

is, they have carved out of space in which they can do things they want to do and in dealing 

with them, we’ve realised they haven’t actually had the opportunity as yet to develop those 

international political relationships. Unlike most of the nations you deal with, they don’t have 

an army they need to consider, they don’t have a military or industrial complex, they don’t 

even have considerable national companies on a global seat! Well, there are some exceptions. 

Hard Rock Cafe for instance owns numerous restaurants and casinos around the world and is 

a native American company, but the degree to which Hard Rock Cafe can influence a political 

decision is far less dangerous than the degree to which Google, for instance, is able to enforce 

a political decision. 
  
Now beyond that, I do want to get slightly technical on both the regulation and operation of 

the Exchange. 
  
Currently, there are more than six hundred nations in the first nations of America that are 

capable of exercising their own jurisdiction. Now in exercising their own jurisdiction we have 

licenses from more than just the one of them, so if there were to be a major political problem 

within, let’s say, the Cherokee nation, it’s fairly simple to counterbalance that within an Oglala 

Sioux license which we could operate under, so the idea eventually is to capture all 600 

[licences] and work cooperatively. We also have a number of international agreements with 

partner exchanges which allow us to leverage the politics of each region as necessary. Now 

we don ’ t anticipate that it will ever be necessary, but we are also keen to cement the 

foundations of the First Nation Stock Exchange. The central pillar is that we are an apolitical 

exchange and that remains absolutely certain. 
  
Zanzi: Ok, let’s take a look at how FNSX is different to other exchanges around the world. 
  
Dr Mullan: Well answer me this - why don’t most exchanges deal with India and China? For 

starters, common-sense tells you that you’ve got close to 3 billion people, almost half the 

world’s population between two nations. They are huge economic forces and within 10 years 

they will control the world. The question is, why would an exchange not be actively pursuing 



those markets? Why are they resisting them? A fairly simple answer might be (and we are 

going through this ourselves) that they are difficult markets - technologically speaking. The 

rest of the world has developed under one force. These markets in particular have their own 

systems and structures which have their own advantages and plugging into them can be quite 

hard. But all that aside, what we are really looking at with most places is their nationalist 

exchanges tied to nationalist identities. More importantly their underlying software structures 

are about nationalism, so if you look at any of the top tier exchanges (and we hope to join 

them very soon), you have exchanges which are built into banking platforms which respond 

to legislation that was largely built around a time where exchanges were about people picking 

up a telephone or standing on a floor and making a bid in a paper board. You look at any 

exchange around the world and you have a stockbroker who feeds into a clearing house, who 

feeds into a settlement system, who speaks to a share register, who speaks to an exchange, 

and that is simply the case because historically you needed them. 
  
Zanzi: and moving forward from historical practices? 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, the First Nation Stock Exchange has actually been built as a singular unit. Now 

obviously there are people along the chain because we need to make sure things are one 

hundred percent accurate. Let’s take a fairly simple thing: the share register as a demonstration 

of what I call “the world’s first truly decentralised exchange”. From a regulatory sense, we are 

still governed but the more regulation we can get the more we can decentralise that process. 

Technologically, everything is actually built on a block chain, so when you deal with a share 

on the exchange, you send the information over that you want to buy. The exchange sends 

the information to the clearing and settlement house, which makes sure the money is cleared 

and then it speaks to your share registry at the end of the day and it changes. Now these are 

incredibly efficient systems, and they are incredibly expensive systems. But we are dealing with 

an exchange with an error rate in the 0.0001 percentage. 
  
Zanzi: That is incredible technology! 
  
Dr Mullan: Well, more importantly, because we do have everything built into the technology, 

if we need to it is completely transportable and able to cater to new environments. We don’t 

need to rely on a third-party to deal with any parts of a traditional exchange system as we 

have the capacity within ourselves to actually continue that process. We’re not affected by the 

politics of the world in that sense. Essentially, what we’re doing is building an a-political 

exchange that will always be able to respond to the needs of an a-political environment. I think 

the thing that makes us different is not the technology that we build (although that is 



important) but the attitude towards it. We have spotted an opportunity to not only build 

something incredible here, but transform the landscape of exchanges for the future. 
  
Zanzi: This is incredible work, nothing I ’ve ever come across in my years reporting. Very 

fascinating! Well, thank you very much Dr Mullan for your time and insights, it was an honour 

being able to interview you today and get a greater understanding of the First Nations Stock 

Exchange. I’m sure we’ll be reporting much more on the exchange going forward. 
  
Dr Mullan: Thank you for having me and it was a pleasure speaking to you. 
 


